
Bicycle Cargo Trailer

Owner’s Manual & Instructions
Model #: 20318

Please read through this manual and following the instructions before and

during use.



1. Parts Listing

Please check all parts before your assemble to make sure no parts missing.

2. Assemble the Trailer body



Step 1: Unfolding the trailer frame (A) lying flat, and remove the wheel protectors showing in above
image 1.

Step 2: Remove the two black protector caps on each wheel. Unscrew the parts showing in image 4.
Step 3: Put the wheel to the frame and lock it by using the screw and retaining washers showing in

image 4. Then, tighten both sides.
Step 4. Doing the same steps for other wheel
.
PLEASE NOTE: Ensure that the retaining washers (image 4) are positioned in the recesses in the

frame.

3. Assemble the side frame

Step 5: Rising the side panels to make sure they are vertical.
Step 6: Connecting the side panels (parts B with mounting holes should in front to amount the tow bar,

parts C should on the back side) to trailer frame as above images. Lock it by using the Screws
ad nut (E) and tighten for both side.

Step 7: Assemble the side panel on other side and finish it as above images.

4. Assemble the tow bar

Step 8: Assemble the tow bar to the trailer frame by using the two knobs (F). Locked it by using
gasket and butterfly knobs.



5. Fitting the coupling

Step 9: Secure the saddle-support mounting, with the help of the plastic shims (17), to the saddle pillar
of your bicycle.

Step 10: Now use the M8x50mm screw that is ready-fitted to the saddle support mounting to attach
the ball-head coupling to the saddle support mounting as above image.

Now Your trailer is ready for use!

Safety Instructions:
●The trailer is intended to carry house goods only. No human passengers!
●Maximum load: 132 lbs.
●Maximum speed: 16km/hour. or 10 mi/hr.
●Always wear a helmet when riding.
●Carefully check the bolts and nuts. Make sure that all these parts are properly tightened or locked.
●Be aware that riding with the trailer increases your braking distance and may affect your ability to
control the bicycle. Thoroughly practice in a safe area until you become familiar with it.
●Only use factory-supplied wheels, with the tires inflated to 30-35 P.S.I. Check pressure before each
use.
●Do not make any alterations to the trailer or hitch, which could result in injury or death.


